Lessons we didn’t expect to learn

Thank God that’s over, Paul.
We can get back to normal!

Ed Racht MD
Chief Medical Officer
AMR Medicine
MANDALAY BAY SHOOTING

- Most deadly in modern history
- 59 fatalities, 546 injured
- Las Vegas, Nevada response
Unit Mobilization Timeline

Peak Response: 66 additional ambulances; Over 230 additional field personnel.
EMS Response Summary

Personnel

AMR / MW - Known 56%
Community 19%
AMR / MW - Uncharted 17%
LVFR 7%
CCFD 1%

LVFR Transports by Agency
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EMS Transports by Agency

Total AMR / MW unit count includes 72 units doing transports from the scene, with the remainder decompressing hospitals and answering other 911 calls. Total unit count of 106 represents a surge of over 60 units.

Includes 323 responders & 60 support staff.
911 Call Timeline

**ACTIVE SHOOTING**
22:08 – 22:24

**POLICE**

- **22:08** Initial report by LVMPD officer of “shots fired”
- **22:09** Multiple casualties reported
- **22:24** Officers converge on room, taking fire

**EMS**

- **22:09** First AMR units dispatched for possible shooting; initial 911 response was an ambulance and a supervisor
- **22:15** First AMR unit on scene; scale of incident was immediately obvious and additional 911 units dispatched
- **22:27** AMR issues “all call” page to all off duty staff; personnel respond from home to HQs for assignment
- **22:35** First additional off duty units placed in service and respond; all available ambulances in service within 90 minutes, most with crews of 3 – 5 EMTs and paramedics
- **23:51** Officers confirm suspect down

BREAKING NEWS

DEADLIEST MASS SHOOTING IN U.S. HISTORY

AT LEAST 58 KILLED, 515 INJURED
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino

The gunman shot from the 32nd floor.

Site of Route 91 Harvest Festival

LAS VEGAS BLVD.
Hard (new) lessons learned...
Uber offers free rides, Lyft suspends surge pricing in Las Vegas after deadly mass shooting

By: Richwine Benitez
Updated: Oct 2, 2017

In the chaotic wake of the deadliest mass shooting in recent U.S. history, Uber and Lyft have altered their prices in Las Vegas so people could exit the chaos without being charged exorbitant fees.

The swift moves come after ride services have been criticized in the past for price gouging in the aftermath of disaster.

SEE ALSO: Google algorithm fail puts 4chan's wrongly named Las Vegas gunman on top of search

According to a statement, Uber waived all fares “around the affected area” on Friday night and continues to offer free rides for some shooting-related trips.

Our hearts ache for everyone affected by this senseless tragedy. We stand ready to support the victims and the Las Vegas community as they recover from this devastating act.